Warm skin alters cardiovascular responses to cycling after preheating and precooling.
Exercise in hot conditions increases core (TC) and skin temperature (TSK) and can lead to a progressive rise in HR and decline in stroke volume (SV) during prolonged exercise. Thermoregulatory-driven elevations in skin blood flow (SkBF) adds complexity to cardiovascular regulation during exercise in these conditions. Presently, the dominant, although debated, view is that raising TSK increases SkBF and reduces SV through diminished venous return; however, this scenario has not been rigorously investigated across core and skin temperatures. We tested the hypothesis that high TSK would raise HR and reduce SV during exercise after precooling (cold water bath) and preheating (hot water bath) and that no relationship would exist between SkBF and SV during exercise. Non-endurance-trained individuals cycled for 20 min at 69% ± 1% VO₂peak on four occasions: cool skin-cool core (SkCCC), warm skin-cool core (SkWCC), cool skin-warm core (SkCCW), and warm skin-warm core (SkWCW) on separate days. After precooling of TC, the rise in HR was greater in SkWCC than in SkCCC (P < 0.001), yet SV was similar (P = 0.26), which resulted in higher QC at min 20 in SkWCC (P < 0.01). Throughout exercise after preheating of TC, HR was higher (P < 0.001), SV was reduced (P < 0.01), and QC was similar (P = 0.40) in SkWCW versus SkCCW. When all trials were compared, there was no relationship between SkBF and SV (r = -0.08, P = 0.70); however, there was an inverse relationship between HR and SV (r = -0.75, P < 0.001). These data suggest that when TSK is elevated during exercise, HR and TC will rise but SV will only be reduced when TC is also elevated above 38°C. Furthermore, changes in SV are not related to changes in SkBF.